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Abstract— The current development of educational applications
for language learning has experienced a qualitative change in the
criteria of interaction between users and devices due to the
technological advances of input and output data through
keyboard, mouse, stylus, tactile screen, etc. The multiple
interactions generated in a natural way by humans during
ordinary communication can be transferred in a sequential way
to devices like PDAs, PC Tablet, etc. depending on the users'
needs to carry out specific tasks that allow humans to adapt to
their nearest learning context. This paper shows the possibility of
establishing multimodal architectures within the applications for
specific language learning areas with ubiquitous devices,
evidencing the technical and formal aspects necessary for their
accomplishment that are currently being developed at the
Universidad Politécnica de Valencia (Spain).
Keywords: Teaching English as a foreign language, TEFL,
Multimodal user interfaces, MUI, foreign languages, teaching,
Computer Aided Learning Language,CALL, usability, Mobile
Assisted Language Learning, MALL.

I.

1

INTRODUCTION

Research and applications related to Computer Aided
Language Learning, CALL [1], have today enabled different
methods for online learning to be developed for Teaching
English as a Foreign Language, TEFL [2]. The most significant
advances have been made by adapting the applied technology
to conventional language teaching and in the creation of
applications involving online environments and using the web
that have given greater independence to the end user when
learning a language in a tailor-made way.
In fact, one new emerging area of research is in the use of
mobile devices with technology adapted to on-line
environments for language learning that enables both teacher
and student to have an environment allowing them to teach and
learn at any time.
Mobile Assisted Language Learning (MALL) describes an
approach to language learning that is assisted or enhanced
through the use of a handheld mobile device [3], [4].
MALL is an area of research into Mobile Learning (mlearning) and Computer-Assisted Language Learning (CALL)

that involves the development of user-oriented applications for
learning or teaching languages, taking into account the latest
technological advances, the need for user interaction and the
specific kind of learning aimed at Second Language
Acquisition, SLA [5].
It is precisely these fundamental criteria that have enabled
us to develop a multimodal application for smartphones that is
intended to improve access to digital multimedia content and to
help the user learn by guiding them towards the acquisition of
language skills such as reading comprehension, grammar,
composition, oral comprehension and so on.
One of the great contributions made by the concept of
multimodality is the ability to create adaptable human-machine
communication environments based on the use of different
means of data input and output that allow the user to switch the
means of interaction according to their social and physiological
needs. In fact, mobile devices allow for this concept by
integrating various technologies that enable the user to switch
the use of voice, stylus or keyboard depending on their
communication needs.
Using multimodality allows users to find a more accessible
and usable environment, as it allows for adaptability to the
environment taking into account the user’s cognitive abilities
or limitations.
On designing the application that has been created, the
choice of sequential multimodality [6] was taken into account,
following the guidelines established by the World Wide Web
Consortium, W3C, to validate a digital environment through
the use of two types of interaction (touch and voice).
Two key aspects for the technical feasibility of the project
were also assessed, relating to:
•

Previous studies regarding user preferences as regards
multimodal environments.

•

The study of the reduction or minimization of errors by
the user when entering data in such environments.

A. User preferences for carrying out tasks
In general, the early studies related to multimodality and
the use of multiple communication means by the user
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concentrated on validating the dual methods of interaction with
the user based on their preferences when carrying out specific
tasks or using specific data input devices. Early empirical
studies focused on assessing user preferences when using
digital maps or drawing programs.
Oviatt conducted research on the multimodal or unimodal
use of an interface based on dynamic localization interactive
maps [7], [8] demonstrating the feasibility of the input data
(specific choice within a digital map), using speech and an
electronic stylus by means of an automatic simulation
technique [9].
The experiment’s design was based on three types of
interaction: interaction by voice only, interaction with the
stylus only, and multimodal interaction using speech and
stylus. The results of Oviatt's work over those years determined
the user's preferences in two aspects:
•
•

The preference for the stylus to locate and draw shapes
on a map.
The preference for speech or voice mode for requesting
information about areas marked on the map, labels
already established on the map, and the use of
descriptive commands.

The "cross-mode compensation" system demonstrates that
combining inputs using different modalities can improve
recognition and the performance of a specific task. If
multimodal integration can work with a distribution of possible
inputs for each input mode, early recognition may help direct
the search for the correct end result.
In some cases, when recognition using the two types of
interaction is wrong, multimodal integration allows mistakes to
be avoided (mutual compensation).
Oviatt [13] performed the first assessments of
compensation by using a multimodal system based on stylus
movements and voice in the QuickSet system for use in
interactive digital maps. This defined a unified multimodal
integration model, "Unification-based multimodal integration”
[14], which enabled the specific types of structures to be
defined that would improve on mistakes when performing
tasks.
Multimodal integration based on specific or finite situations
is applied directly to applications with established information
routes. Research concerning problem-solving in speech
recognition and the use of a stylus within an order confirmation
service [15] showed that:

Cohen [10] established an empirical study by comparing a
direct manipulation interface called ExInit with a multimodal
system based on the use of a stylus and voice, called QuickSet
[11].
In terms of digital environments for on-line language
learning, we can say that there is no empirical study available
to determine the benefits in preferences for using one
communication system over another with a mobile device.
Thus, the use of both a tactile screen and voice were taken as
the examples to follow for interactively moving through the
learning tests and for progress through the different tests to be
carried out.
In the final application, the use of one system over another
should be chosen by the user before performing the test, with
the touch method of interaction being the preferred system
because this way the user establishes a prior mental adaptation
as to how they are going to input the requested data or what
method of navigation they are going to use.
Dual pre-selection is considered essential for the future
validation of future multimodal systems, taking into account
the specific characteristics of each test to be performed. In fact,
an official language exam consists of several sections whose
purpose is to validate the knowledge acquired by performing
specific tests in each area of learning. Therefore, there is a need
to determine what the most suitable multimodal pairs might be
in future in order to carry out a complete exam.

•

The speech system is more acceptable and has fewer
mistakes than the keypad writing system.

•

Users prefer flexibility of interaction when correcting
mistakes they have made.

Rudnicky and Hauptmann [16] conducted several studies
related to the design principles of multimodal interfaces for the
correction of speech compared to data input via a conventional
keypad. The tasks to be carried out focused on entering a
number, correcting it and confirming the numbers provided.
The three methods of interaction were: interaction via voice,
keypad and multimodal voice and keypad.
The results obtained showed the speech mode of interaction
to be the fastest and the one with least mistakes when
providing specific numbers or values.
As regards language learning, this aspect has been
considered to be essential in specific language-learning tasks
through speech, since correcting pronunciation can help the
user improve their language diction.
As for the application created, the use of speech has led to a
second data input channel that favours, on the one hand, the
performance of specific tasks involving choosing the correct
answer, validation of a task, choosing a task, etc., and on the
other hand the use of a method of progression through each
task by recognising specific words.
II.

B. Reducing mistakes by the user on entering data
Multimodal interfaces can reduce mistakes made by users
as they can enter and confirm data in several ways. In fact, the
technique related to this concept is called "cross-mode
compensation" [12].

DESIGN OF THE ENVIRONMENT

The environment created was based on the traditional
design for an English language exam that tests knowledge for
university entrance in Spain and which is currently done on
paper with a number of sections related to reading
comprehension, grammar, etc. The contents are created each
year and are validated by experts in the field of languages at
each university.
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By using this type of design, it was easier to adapt the
content on paper to the digital environment through the use of
multimedia technology for viewing videos or accessing sound
files. So, in general the following tasks were performed:
•

Adaptation of the contents written on paper to the
digital medium, taking into account the type of task to
be performed.

•

Adaptation to a sequential navigation structure based
on a breakdown of the interactive tests, following a
predetermined route.

•

Adaptation of digital content to the medium (small
screen, small font size, etc.)

•

Adaptation of the programming language to enable
multimodal sequencing of the two chosen means of
communication (touch and speech) for solving tasks.

The programming language for data management and
storage was Java, since the three main principles on which Java
programming is based are: the use of object-oriented
programming (OO), the ability to run the same program on
several different platforms or operating systems, and
compatibility with the Android operating system on which this
kind of application is based in mobile phones.
The visual design of the screens took into account the
technical and formal accessibility criteria set by W3C for
online digital environments, including any restrictions
established for mobile devices or small screens. These
technical criteria helped to improve and interpret the end flow
of information desired, as well as to limit the number of
screens and accesses to the exam’s sections.
Two devices were chosen for the testing: an HTC Desire
and a Samsung i900 Galaxy-S, both using the Android 2.1
operating system.

III.

VALIDATION OF THE ENVIRONMENT CREATED

The first validation tests created for the environment were
set up in an emulator on a computer with expert users who
helped to identify shortcomings in the interaction mechanism
created and to experience the two options created. The experts
selected were involved in the field of language teaching, giving
language classes in the Polytechnic University of Valencia’s
Language Centre, as well as computer experts who helped to
debug the problems caused by cross-platform compatibility.
The validation phase with students will be carried out soon,
using an assessment test of the qualitative level of acceptance
in conducting this type of testing on mobile devices, and more
particularly for conducting official access exams to the
University in the area of languages. Criteria related to usability,
functionality and the level of learning satisfaction in using this
environment will enable this type of environment to be
validated in future.

IV.

CONCLUSIONS

The preliminary conclusions of this paper focus on
demonstrating the feasibility of using multimodal environments
for testing or examination by teachers and students in the field
of language learning.
The use of multimodal environments will extend and
improve the levels of accessibility and usability in the web via
mobile phones. This will enable new learning methods to be
established based on the use of next generation mobile
devices.
Future work in this research shall therefore concentrate on
assessing the impact of the application on the end users:
language learners. At the same time, the technical feasibility
of using it in the classroom shall be studied, as well as how
language teachers can use mobile devices to create tests and
tasks in online, digital environments that help students gain
independence in learning at any time, anywhere by using a
mobile device.
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Figure 1. Multimodal environment for language learning
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